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VOL. LI LONGWOOD COLLEGE, FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA, TUESDAY, MARCH 2, 1976 NO. 19 
SGA WEEK - WORKING TOGETHER 
SGA Forum   By Thalia Gerachis 
As a part of Student Government Week, a Forum was held 
Tuesday night in the Rotunda by the Chairmen of the three boards, 
Chairman of S-UN, Rotunda Editor and Chairman of Orientation. 
Students met in the Rotunda after dinner and after an opening 
address by Elaine Snead, Chairman of Legislative Board, Susann 
Smith rose and discussed aspects and divisions of our Student 
Government Association. She told everyone that due to Spring Break, 
the next press conference would be held in April. 
Emily Burgwyn, Vice-Chairman of Legislative Board, discussed 
voting for new amendments to the Constitution and stressed the im- 
portance of using one's right to vote. 
Chairman of Student Union, Roxann Fox, told everyone about the 
pool shark coming March 9 to Jarman Auditorium's studio theater. 
She also announced a mini-concert to be held on March 11 in Jarman 
with the Wright Brothers Overland Stage Company. Prices are $1.00 
for students and $2.50 for everyone else. She also said that next year's 
calendar would be devised soon. 
After Ruth Bourne of Judicial Board commented on the excessive 
amount of stealing on campus, Vickie Easter of Residence Board told 
everyone that fees and deposits must be paid before next Monday's 
room draw. 
Editor of the Rotunda said she hoped the paper was speaking for 
itself and expressed a need for more student participation. Cassada, 
who also works with the College Liaison Committee, told about her 
work with the Board of Visitors. 
Mary Bruce Hazelgrove, Chairman of Orientation, said that 80 
new colleagues will be tapped March 3. After they have been tapped, 
she'll know how many student assistants will be needed. She said that 
the biggest job this year is welcoming the entire freshman class - 
male and female. 
After these introductions, the floor was opened for questioning by 
members of the audience. These are some of the questions and an- 
swers given: 
Q. How are the staff members of the Rotunda picked? 
A. The editor is chosen by the past editor, boards and Dr. Willett. 
The rest of the staff is composed of interested students. 
Q. How are bands chosen for Mixers? 
A. Bv agents, conventions and individual students. 
Q. Can mixers be held some place off campus? 
A. The Farmville Armory is $200.00. We can't afford that. It's 
doubtful whether they can be held off campus. We're trying to have 
them in the downstairs dining hall, again. 
Q. What will the male restrictions be in Frazer? 
A. Same as Open House now. There will be stated rules in the 
Honor Code. Visiting will still be done in recreation rooms and 
lounges. As Susann Smith said, "As more men come, we'll learn. It's 
hard to change everything in one year — it's a gradual thing." 
Q. Must incoming freshmen take the Orientation test? 
A. No. 
Q. What's next year's situation in the dining hall? 
A. Not sure yet, we need prices first. 
Q. What is the rule on entering the dining hall? 
A You may enter up to five minutes after the blessing, or before 
the doors are closed. There is a time element involved. Family style is 
stressed. 
Q. Does Dr. Willett have the authority to authorize a search 
warrant? 
A. Yes, he does. But there must be basis and reason. The Attorney 
General of Virginia sets up our practices. Dr. Willett is the Attorney 
General's representative. 
Q. Is a written warrant given? 
A. No, our procedures are set up to hold up in court. A search is 
held with the owner's knowledge — we don't sneak in. 
Q. Does a student have the right to verify a search warrant with 
Willett? 
A. Yes, but I (Ruth Bourne) won't lie to you about a search. 
Q. What happens if other contraband is found during a search? 
A. That too will be seized if it's there illegally. 
Q. If you can't be contacted, is a search still held? 
A. If after repeated attempts we can't find you, we will enter your 
room with your Head Resident. 
Q. What good do "Stolen Article Reports" do? 
A. They are used to pinpoint areas on campus with problems. 
Q. Will a student get in trouble for not turning someone in? 
A. Yes, you must uphold the Honor Code. Its basic underlying 
principle is for us to live with our rules and Honor Code. 
Q. Are campuses and Social probation upheld? 
A. Yes, when you break a rule, you waiver your rights. 
Q. Will there come a day when drinking violations are treated by 
Residence Board? 
A. Yes, we're working on it now. 
After a long and involved discussion of search and seizure, 
drinking regulations and the Honor Code, Elaine Snead thanked 
everyone for coming. 
We feel this Forum was successful in its attempt to answer 
student questions and hope it will be held again. This type of program 
will be effective if people who care come. Their questions are ap- 
preciated. 
SGA Banquet - By Thalia Gerachis 
The Student Government Day Banquet was held on the balcony 
* 
section of the dining hall Thursday. Approximately 20 tables of 
students, staff and faculty chairmen enjoyed a lunch consisting of 
macaroni and cheese — peanut butter and jelly was also a popular 
item. 
Students were able to talk to some people and ask their opinions of 
Student Government Day. Chief Smith of the Campus Police 
remarked that Gwen Goggin — his assistant of the day — found that 
"no cars on campus need decals!" He also said that he was "thinking 
of calling on her for help some other time!" Mrs. Uz Jones of the 
Alumnae House thinks that "Student Government Day means a lot to 
the students and shows the many facets of I/mgwood." Mr. Paul, 
Business Manager, has not had a student work with him for the past 
two years. He "does enjoy meeting the students," but feels that "the 
day does not allow a true display of my daily routine." 
When Susann Smith was asked what she thinks of working with 
Dr. Willett, she said that "He did most of the work, I just watched. You 
don't realize all the picky little things he has to do — don't see how he 
keeps everything straight. He has a good secretary, too! This is the 
first time I've been totally involved with it. It's very interesting." 
Dr. Willett thinks that Student Government Day is "a valuable ex- 
perience. Students are still willing to go to their classes today, too. 
This is a good outlet for students and faculty." Mr. T. C. Dalton 
thought that it was "a good idea. Everybody can sit down and talk 
about mutually interesting subjects. I thoroughly enjoy it." Dr. Wells 
said that "Student Government Day is a great idea. I wish we could do 
it more often. I hope they're getting as much out of it as I am." Mr. 
Klassen of the dining hall said that "it was great for me to lunch with 
the students and talk informally. Good communications." A student 
(Continued on Page 8) 
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It Is Time 
To Show A 
Little Concern 
Of the approximately 600 students and faculty 
polled concerning the effectiveness of the honor 
system, there were 176 responses. This barely con- 
stitutes a minority and is far from an adequate 
number, but for Longwood it is satisfactory. Many of 
those who completed the form made comments con- 
cerning criticisms and improvements. A compiled list 
with each comment will be given to Judicial Board and 
the administration to do with as they see fit. Some 
comments, from students as well as faculty, of course 
were derogatory, and many expressed similar 
opinions. Numerous statements were made to the 
effect that not enough was known about the honor code 
to be concerned one way or the other. Some faculty 
members felt that it was up to the students to see that 
honor is enforced, and they failed to see any personal 
responsibility to it. Likewise, some students wrote that 
it was Judicial Board's responsibility rather than 
students themselves. This is what is commonly called 
"passing the buck" — taking the attitude that someone 
else should worry about it. This, dear Longwood, is the 
way not to have anything accomplished. If everyone 
places the burden of enforcement on the next person, 
who is this person? Judicial Board cannot be in every 
classroom during every period every day — a limited 
number of people can only do so much. Be realistic. 
Many comments were positive. One enlightening 
suggestion was to authorize Residence Board to en- 
force alcohol regulations and let Judicial Board be 
concerned with academic matters. This would give an 
added degree of seriousness to Judicial Board, as well 
as taking some of the burden off these individuals' 
shoulders. Residence Board is certainly familiar with 
dorms, and most alcohol violations are made in private 
rooms in these dorms. The fact that a majority 
responded that they would not report a violation of 
alcohol rules also gives support to the idea of a lesser 
degree of stress. There is little evidence that violators 
are ever reported because of the possible con- 
sequences involved. Consequently, lesser punishment 
might produce greater enforcement, even though this 
is also debatable. 
Overall comments ranged from helpful to 
ridiculous. One evident idea is that it was someone 
else's responsibility to instruct and to enforce the 
rules. Many felt that punishments are too strict, and 
that there should be a greater degree of consistency to 
those punishments handed down. There was a 
suggestion to elect an additional Judicial Board 
committee to investigate cases, and allow present 
board members the necessary impartiality to judge. 
Some also commented that to be investigated by the 
chairman of Judicial Board was little short of a 
traumatic experience, and that someone with perhaps 
less responsibilities and power could question of- 
fenders with a greater degree of success. Strengths 
mentioned almost always included the fact that the 
honor system is student oriented, and judging of of- 
fenders is done by peers. An idealistic strength is the 
setting on campus where "honor and integrity are 
stressed, and respect for one's peers and oneself is 
important." 
It is evident that in order for any type of honor 
system to be successful, it must be taken seriously by 
all involved, and this includes students and faculty. If 
one group doesn't care, chances are the other group 
doesn't either. Working together is the only alter- 
native. One small group cannot enforce all the rules 
and see to it that everyone understands and respects 
the regulations. I will be the first to admit that this is 
an apathetic society, but I refuse to believe that honor 
is a thing of the past. One comment summed up the 
system here as well as over the world: "The system is 
fine — i*'s the people." 
Letter To SUN 
Dear Student Union 
Programmer: 
May I take this opportunity to 
congratulate you on booking the 
Wright Brothers Overland Stage 
Company to appear on your 
campus in the near future. 
In many years of serving as 
Director of the University 
Tenter, this is a first for me. . . 
never before have I taken the 
time to send a letter to every 
campus on which a group is to 
perform. However, the Wright 
Brothers Overland Stage 
Company deserves such 
recognition. Not only are thev 
superior to work with, their 
performance is of the highest 
quality. Their repertoire is 
unlimited. Their cause is tn 
entertain which they do with first 
class style. 
Needless to sav. the Wright 
Brothers Overland Stage 
Companv is the best concert we 
have had on our campus this 
year. Everyone who attended this 
concert was mesmerized 
throughout the entire 
performance.  The  group   did 
three encores after such demand 
was made by the audience. Their 
encores came after they had well 
completed their time scheduled 
to perform. 
I encourage you as a fellow 
programmer to publicize their 
appearance highly. This group 
deserves a good crowd when they 
appear on your campus. The 
audience will not go away emptv. 
After their appearance at our 
school on Thursday night. 
February 12th. the excitement 
still lingers. 
Anyone who fails to hear the 
Wright Brothers Overland Stage 
Company is really missing a lot. 
Sincerely. 
Donald R. Carter 
Director 
East Tenn. 
State Univ. 
Let The Cat Out 
Of The Bag 
Why ran't the Biology 
Department afford the 
specimens needed to teach the 
students what they are required 
to know for their professions? 
Handbook Additions, SGA Day 
Major Topics Of Legislative Board 
The main item of business for 
the Feb. 23 meeting of the 
legislative Board was a vote on 
proposed additions to the 
Handbook for 1976-77 school year 
Under Fire Regulations the 
representatives voted to pass this 
addition to regulation number 
V "2.a. The use or possession of 
any dangerous chemicals or 
explosive materials such as 
fireworks, firecrackers, 
gunpowder, etc. is prohibited 
'State Code 59. 1-142.)" Under 
Residence Hall Regulations, 
however. Legislative Board 
voted to send back a proposed 
new rule for clarification. 
Flaine Snead reminded the 
legislative Board members 
about Student Government 
Forum. Feb. 24 at 6:45 p.m. Molly 
I.ee encouraged everyone to 
contact the administrator they 
had been assigned to for Student 
Government Day. Feb. 26, as 
well as sign up for lunch with an 
administrator or department 
chairman. It was also announced 
•hat a staff meeting would be held 
on Feb. 26 at 9:25 a.m. which the 
board members should try to 
attend if classes permitted 
Susann Smith reminded the 
representatives that thev should 
post the meeting places of the 
legislative Board meetings on 
their dorm bulletin boards and 
also come by the head table each 
Monday to pick up an agenda for 
that flight's legislative Board 
meeting. With no further 
business to be discussed the Feb 
23 meeting of legislative Board 
was adjourned. 
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Is it because of the salary paid 
to the dining hall workers to 
supervise the week end waitress? 
If you are unfamiliar with the 
week end situation, you will find 
two girls serving and two or more 
dining hall workers overseeing 
the quantity handed out. Why are 
we paying FOUR people when 
only TWO are needed? Perhaps 
the women are concerned with 
the left-over situation.... 
Or is it due to the salarv paid to 
maintenance people to sit in the 
lobbies of dorms, hours on 
watching the dust fall? 
Still, could it be because our 
extracurricular organizations 
must travel in style7 
Please longwood - enlighten 
us Would you rather us 
practice on rat specimens now or 
later on YOU9 
'This complaint is based on the 
fact that the anatomv students 
are  unable   to  have  cats  for 
disecting specimens) Signed. 
Nanci McConhey 
Betty Vaughan 
Missy Chiles 
Debbie Campbell 
Prisoner's Letter 
Looking for correspondence 
with female friends. I am a 26 
vear old Aquarius. 57" blonde 
hair and hazel eyes who enjoys 
living. At present 1 am in prison 
expecting release this June. Two 
vears is a long time without 
friends. Please write. 
Michael W. Flippin 
35183 
P.O. Box toon 
Petersburg. Va. 23803 
Residence 
Board Update 
Vire Chairman's Beport: 
1. Discourage people from 
coming in the fire exit doors. 
2. If you see someone not 
nroperly dressed at Birthday 
Dinner, or Sundav Dinner, ask 
them to leave. 
3. Watch the amount of food 
being taken out of the Dining 
Hall 
Fire Warden's Report: 
1. The fire wardens corps has 
been drawn up and assignments 
will be given out at a later date 
2. Fire drills were held 
February 19. 1976. in the l.ibrarv 
at 4:30 p.m., and in Curry and 
Frazer at 11:30 p.m. 
Old Business: 
1. Dean Swann went over the 
rules and procedures for number 
draw and room sign up with the 
Roard. 
2. Dorm Presidents are to pick 
up the floor president evaluation 
sheets. 
We wish to thank all of you 
people who sit around and 
cut down this paper. If 
anyone has any comments or 
suggestions please tell 
someone on the staff or write 
a letter to the editor. Anyone 
wanting to be on the staff 
mav come anv Sunday night 
to the office. Also, 
assignments are given out on 
Monday afternoons. Stories 
do not have to pertain to 
longwood alone. Instead of 
griping about the paper do 
something to help it. 
Thanks, 
The Rotunda Staff 
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Literary Festival - A Variety Of Artists 
♦?
Photo: Michael V. Carlisle 
Robert Penn Warren — Distinguished Participant 
Robert Penn Warren - By Quentin Vest 
The career of Robert Penn 
Warren is a considerable rebuke 
to some of our favorite modern 
myths. We like to believe, off and 
on, that excellence cannot 
achieve a wide audience. But one 
of Warren's books. All the King's 
Men. has managed to sell over 
2,000,000 copies in spite of being 
on almost every critic's list of the 
ten best American novels. 
But that's an exception, you 
say. That's fiction. What about 
his other work? A for-instance: 
Warren gave the 1974 Jefferson 
lecture in the Humanities, a 94 
page talk called Democracy and 
Poetry. What sort of circulation 
would you expect for that kind of 
thing?I found my own copy in 
hardbound at a shopping center 
bookstore—and they had stacked 
a good supply—in Richmond. 
Who else could give a lecture on 
poetry and have it reviewed in 
Time magazine? 
What about his poetry? His 
book-length poem. Brother to 
Dragons, has been continuously 
in print since 1953. It's in its sixth 
printing. It, too, is a hardback. 
Moreover, it was performed as a 
play last year on national 
television. 
It's dear that Warren is also a 
rebuke to the myth of 
specialization. You are familiar 
with specialization, the 20th 
century curiosity that has 
bequeathed to us a suspicion of 
anyone who claims to do more 
than one thing well. When 
Wendell Berry, himself a fine 
poet,    says   specialization   has 
VIRGINIA NATIONAL 
BANK 
Farmville, Vo. 
Two Convenient Locations 
• Longwood   Office 
Across from  Farmville 
Shopping Center 
• Main Office 
Corner of Third & 
Main  Streets 
We Welcome Student 
Accounts 
VIRGINIA] 
NATIONAL 
BANK 
rARMVILLF    VA. 
civen us thinkers who do not 
know how to act only because 
•they do not think, he rings more 
tfian one person's bell. Warren, 
according to Cleanth Brooks, who 
wae here last spring, "is our 
Renaissance man." He is 
novelist, poet, teacher, bi- 
ographer, editor, historian, 
journalist, critic—even actor (he 
appeared in Brother to Dragons). 
The last myth, the one Warren 
most cheerfully rebukes us for 
having, is the myth that art is 
exclusively the province of the 
young. Warren was born in 1905. 
And yet most people would say 
that he is right now at the peak of 
his career. His very latest book. 
Or Else, has been called the best 
thing he has ever written. Mark 
Strand has said it may be the best 
book by an American poet in 30 
years. 
This poet can be the most 
elegant and the most hard-hitting 
of poets. He can write a line like 
this: "We must try to love so well 
the world that we may believe, in 
the end. in God"—but he can also 
say. "This thought Is 
theropeutic. If, after several 
Applications, you do not find 
Relief, consult your family 
physician." 
What distinguishes him above 
all from every other poet is a 
unique rhythm. No one who has 
heard him read will ever mistake 
a Warren poen for a poem bv 
someone else. And no one who has 
read him will ever believe that 
poetry has nothing to tell us about 
our own lives. Warren believes 
that poetry is knowledge. The 
knowledge his poems give us is 
not what we wanted to hear, but 
what we had to be told, what we 
did not know we needed to know 
until we knew it. And. although I 
have no space to substantiate my 
claim. I would say that Warren's 
great theme is not Time, as some 
say. but Jov. As much as anyone 
alive. Warren fulfills Auden's 
famous request: "Persuade us to 
rejoice. . . Teach the free man 
how to praise." 
In Warren's own words, poetry 
is "a soverign antidote for 
possivity . . .the basic fact about 
poetrv is that it demands 
participation." Joy is the highest 
activity we can participate in. 
The title. Or Else, mildly 
suggests what will become of us if 
we refuse. 
By KAREN FOSTER 
As part of the Longwood 
College Bicentennial Festival of 
the Arts, the Gyre is hosting the 
fifth annual Literary Festival. In 
keeping with its tradition of 
bringing to campus excellence in 
the literary arts, this year's 
events will include one of 
America's most distinguished 
and versatile men of letters, an 
award-winning movie, and ;i 
presentation of faculty and 
student work. 
Robert Penn Warren will high- 
light this week's events with a 
poetry reading tomorrow 
iWednesday* evening in Jarman 
at 8:00. Thursday morning he will 
be available to speak informally 
with individual students in the 
Ranquet Room. Mr. Warren is 
anxious to talk with anyone 
interested in any aspect of 
writing and to answer anv 
questions students might have 
about his own work. The time is 
9:30 until 11:30. 
Mr. Wan-en's visit to I/wgwood 
is one of only ten such 
appearances he makes each 
vear. and it is the culmination of 
eighteen months of effort on the 
part of the Gyre and its literary 
advisor. Dr. Quentin Vest. 
BICENTENNIAL FESTIVAL OF THE ARTS 
MARCH 1-5, 1976 
SHOWCASE   GALLERY:    Karen   Hairf.eld.   Lankford 
Reading   Rooms 
ART   EXHIBIT:  Jewelry  &  Weavmq by  Ron and Bar 
bara Wyancko. Bedford Gallery 
1 BICENTENNIAL LECTURE John L Bunk- 
ley, "A French Family in Prince Edward 
County During the American Revolution". 
7 p.m.. Lancaster Libra'y tf'Jo 
2 MOVIE "All The King's Men". I p m Jefieri 
Auditorium 
2-4        ARTMOBILE    The Nature ot Landscape. Bed 
ford Parking Lot 
3 JEWELRY   WORKSHOP   with   Ron   Wyancko 
and WEAVING WORKSHOP with Bar bar a Wv 
ancko.   10  a.m. 3  pm.   Bedford  (Spectators 
are welcome') 
READINGS BY FACULTY AND STUDENTS. 
4pm. Lankford   C 
POETRY    READING    BY    ROBERT    PENN 
WARREN. 8 pm . Jarman Auditorium 
328     ART   EXHIBIT    Fourth   Annual   High   School 
Show. Lancaster Library Gallery 
4 6        SPRING   WATER   SHOW   , "A   Water    Men,, 
gene". 7 p m., College Pool 
4 OPEN  FORUM with Robert Penn Warren 
9 30 11 30 a m , Banquet Room 
CONTEMPORARY MUSIC FORUM Samuel 
Artier, 1 p.m.. Wygdl 
5 CONCERT: Music, of Samuel Adlei 7 30pm., 
Wygal Recital Hall 
An extremely productive 
writer. Mr. Warren recently 
returned from Italy where he 
finished his tenth novel, 
scheduled for publication later 
this year. In addition. Mr. 
Warren has published ;i 
biography of John Brown, two 
hooks on race relations, a book- 
length poem, and eight volumes 
of poetry, one of which. 
Promises: Poems 1954-1956. won 
the 1958 Pulitzer Prize, the 
National Rook Award, and the 
Fdna St. Vincent Millay Prize of 
the American Poetrv Society. 
Mr Warren has also produced 
two children's books, two 
collections of short fiction, three 
text books, two plays, a collectlot' 
of essays, a book-length essa.. 
and two tributes to other artists 
The incredible versatility of 
this writer is. perhaps, his 
trademark. Rather than 
confining himself to a single 
literary genre, he has 
successfully spread himself over 
almost every conceivable aspect 
of modern literature. In doing so. 
he became the only writer ever to 
win the Pulitzer Prize for both 
fiction (All the King's Men. 1947) 
and poetrv (Promises. 1958). It is 
indeed a tribute to his talent that 
Mr. Warren's output has been so 
continuous and of such high 
qualitv. 
In addition to writing. Robert 
Penn Warren has proven himself 
as a scholar, teacher, and editor. 
Upon graduation from high 
school at the age of sixteen. Mr. 
Warren attended Vanderbilt 
University where with such 
notables as John Crowe Ransom. 
Allen Tate. and Donald Davidson, 
he participated in the literarv 
croup which came to be known as 
the Fugitives. After graduation in 
1925. he studied at the graduate 
level at the University of 
California at Rerkelev and at 
Yale, From 1928 until 1930 ho 
attended Oxford as a Rhodes 
Scholar 
Mr. Warren taught at 
Southwestern College, then at 
Vanderbilt until he acquired a 
position at the University of 
louisana. There, with Cleanth 
Rrooks and Charles Pipkin, h^ 
founded the Southern Review 
Mr. Warren later taught at the 
University of Minnesota. In 1944 
he was elected to the Chair of 
Poetry at the Library of 
Congress. From 1950 until 1956 ho 
served as Professor of 
Playwritine at Yale and as 
Professor of English from 1961 
until 1974. In 1959 Mr Warren 
was elected to the American 
Academy of Arts and Letters. 
Tonight "All the King's Men" 
will be shown in .leffers at 8:30 
instead of as previously 
announced This award-winninc 
film is considered an excellent 
adaption of Mr Warren's novel 
The plot is centered around the 
activities of a corrupt southern 
politician during the 1930's. 
Admission is free 
Wednesday afternoon local 
writers will share their work in 
an informal session in the C 
Room of Lankford at 4:00 
Included will be a poetry reading 
by Dr. Quentin Vest. Although he 
has presented his work at 
I-ongwood on several occasions, 
the selections he has chosen to 
read tomorrow are new and have 
never been presented here 
before. Dr. Vest has been most 
recently published in landscape 
and Distance: Contemporary 
Poets of Virginia and in 
Shenandoah magazine. 
Interested students will also read 
selections from their own works. 
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Wright Brothers To Perform On March 11 
As S-UIS Presents Its Pre-Break Concert 
Thursday night, March 11. at 
7:30 p.m., the Dmgwood College 
Student Union will sponsor its 
pre-Spring break concert. "The 
Wright Brothers Overland Stage 
Company." To be held in Jarman 
Auditorium with seating on a first 
come first serve basis, admission 
is $1.00 with a F/ingwood Student 
I. D.. and $2.50 i-eneral 
admission. Tickets will be 
.uailable in the Student Union 
office in the Lankford buildinr 
starting Wednesday, March 3. 
Although the Wright Rrothers 
look as if they just stepped off a 
stagecoach in Dodge City one 
hundred years ago. that is where 
the resemblance ends. When the 
music begins, it becomes obvious 
to anyone present that they are 
witnessing a most unusual and 
talented uroup. 
Audiences are taken on a 
musical tour that reflects the 
versatility of the group. The 
breadth of their music spans 
from ethnic down-home foot- 
stomping hluegrass to 
orchestrated ballads charted for 
symphonies, with many varieties 
of gospel, countrv rock and rock 
in between Characteristic of 
whatever music thev play is an 
emphasis on strong vocal 
harmonies. Playing in night clubs 
or in concert before thousands, 
the group radiates a warm 
feeling, making audiences from 
eight to eightv feel right at home. 
Their abilitv to please such a 
wide range of age groups might 
account for the fact that they hold 
record weeks in seventeen of the 
twenty-three night clubs they 
havr appeared in. and have sold 
H-SC  Professor 
Lectures Here 
On Bicentennial 
John   I     Rrinklev.   of  the 
Hampden-Svdney       College 
faculty, cave ,i  Bicentennial 
lecture at logwood College on 
Mondav. March 1. .it 7 p.m. in the 
I ancaater library. 
His    topic    was    "A    French 
Family in Prince Rdward County 
During the American 
Revolution." 
Rrinklev    graduated   from 
II a m i> H e n - S v d n e v as 
valedictorian of his class He 
attended Trinity College. Oxford 
Universitv. ;is ,i Rhodes Scholar 
from lOW t«. i%o Ho holds the 
master's    degree    and    is    ;i 
candidate for the Ph. D from 
Princeton Universitv 
In  1987.  Brinkley  returned to 
Hampden-Sydney an a member 
"f the faculty. One of his major 
interests is the historv of Prince 
Rdward  County,   especially  in 
relation t<> Hainpden-Sydno\ 
College. He is a member of the 
board of directors of the Prince 
I'll ward branch of the 
Association for the Preservation 
<>f Virginia Antiquities 
Rrinklev'-; lecture was 
sponsored by the Department of 
Foreign languages at I-ongwood. 
SEE OUR 
COMPLETE LINE 
OF SORORITY 
JEWELRY 
CUMBEY 
JEWELERS 
nut a large percentage of their 
concerts. (Attendance figures at 
personal appearances during the 
last fhirtv-two months have been 
in excess of 400,000 people). 
Waitinr lines and standing 
ovations are almost a nightly 
orcurenco wherever the group 
appears. 
The   Wright   Bros.   Overland 
Stage Co., Inc. has shared billing 
with count Basic. Dave Brubeck. 
The  Ramsey I-ewis  Trio.   John 
Hartford. Oliver. Red White and 
Rluegrass.   I.ily   Tomlin.    Pete 
Fountain. Earth. Wind and Fire. 
The  Earl   Scruggs  Revue,   The 
Dillards, John Stewart. The Nittv 
Critty Dirt Rand, I-ester Flatt. 
Doc    Watson.    Red    Buttons. 
Frskine     Hawkins,      Gordon 
Macrae.   Jeree   Palmer.   Rav 
Price. John Raitt. Rita Cam. 
Rockv Graziano. Joe Ixjuis. Julie 
Newmar.   James   G.   Snyder 
(Jimmv    The   Greek).    Kurt 
Vonnegut and others. 
The group is composed of: 
C.   Thomas Wright   -   I,ead 
vocal. Master of Ceremonies: 12 
String Acoustic Guitar: 12 String 
Flectric Guitar: Mandolin 
W. Timothy Wright — I,ead 
Vocal: 6 String Electric I^ead 
Guitar: fi String Acoustic I^ad 
Guitar: 6 String Bluegrass 
Banjo: Pedal Steel Guitar. 
Rex   Thomas 6   String 
Flectric I-cad Guitar: fi String 
Acoustic lead Guitar: Pedal 
Steel Guitar: Dnbro Guitar. 
John McDowell. Ill — Iiead 
Vocal: Rass Guitar. 
Stephen R. Walker - I>ead 
Vocal: Percussion. 
William F. Brown — Road 
Manager: Audio Technician: 
Visual Fffects Engineer 
Ronald I.. Perry — Manager: 
Producer: Occasional 
Harmonica. 
It is generally acknowledged 
by all who have seen the Wright 
Brothers Overland Stage Co.. 
Inc. that they are destined to be 
one of the most popular groups in 
America today. 
SPRING     WATER    SHOW 
A WATER   MENAGERIE 
Thtirs, Fri. & Sat.    March 4,5 &6       7:0()PM 
Adroissi on 50| College     Pool 
H20   Club 
The"Wri$itBros. 
i 
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Paul Genii — Pool Shark — in recent exhibition 
Campus Update - Focus On Faculty 
(Reprinted From On Campus, February, 1976) 
The Honorable Watkins M. 
Abbitt. former U. S. 
Congressman, is serving on the 
Board of Directors of the 
1/mgwnod College Foundation. 
Inc. His term will continue 
through September 1978, at which 
time he will be eligible for a 
second three-year term. 
Mark Raldridge has received 
notification that two pieces of his 
metal work have been included in 
the upcoming Virginia Craftsmen 
Fxhibit at the Virginia Museum 
i March B-Anril 18). The accepted 
pieces are a pin-pendant made 
from sterling silver and oor-ten 
(an iron allovl and a sterling 
silver perfume container. 
A book of children's stories bv 
Dr. Beatrice Bland has just been 
published bv Carlton Press in 
New York. Entitled Papier 
Machc land, the book contains 
three stories created by Dr. 
Bland to entertain the children 
she taught in the mountain coves 
of Virginia from 1949 to 1955. The 
illustrations for the book were 
done bv Janet Daughtrey (now 
Mrs Brinkley), class of 1974. and 
Mrs. Catherine Aubrv. 
Sally Bush is adviser for a new 
interest club called the Ixingwood 
lancers. The club is for all 
(faculty, staff, and students) who 
are interested in horses and 
offers pleasure riding and 
educational sessions. The club 
hopes to offer competitive riding 
in the future and is planning a 
torseshow in April. Meetings of 
»e club are held each Tuesdav 
from 12:45 to 1:15 p.m. in Tabb 
ClaVsroom. 
Congressman Dan Daniel has 
accepted the college's invitation 
to   be   our   Commencement 
speaker on May 15. 
Mary Flmore, Gladys Seiwell. 
and » Lee Pemberton, of the 
Campus School faculty, and Dr. 
Robert Gibbons attended the 
Southeast Regional Conference of 
the International Reading 
Association on February 19-21 in 
Jacksonville, Florida 
Helen Fecher attended a 
workshop on the Metric System, 
sponsored by the State 
Department of Education, on 
January 14 at Prince Edward 
County High School. 
Dr. Elisabeth Flynn and Joe 
Mitchell were guests on Channel 
23's "PS 23" program  show on 
February 28. Dr. Flynn discussed 
the artist Thomas Sully, and Mr. 
Mitchell spoke briefly about the 
development of the Sully 
Museum-Gallery on our campus. 
Two articles by Dr. James 
Gussett have been accepted for 
publication. The first, entitled 
"Nonstandard English: Friend 
or Foe?", was published in the 
Winter edition of Virginia 
English Rulletin. The second. 
"Freshmen. Increase Your 
Grade Point Average: Take 
More Hours." will be published in 
the April 1976 issue of the Journal 
of the National Association of 
Women   Deans and Counselors. 
Dr. Paul S. Hesselink was 
recently honored by his alma 
mater. Hope College in Michigan, 
by being invited to present a 
guest organ recital in the 
"ollege's Dimnent Chapel on 
February 8. The program 
presented was of American organ 
compositions composed between 
1876 and 1976. 
Dr. Charlotte S. Hooker 
attended an international 
conference on the non-theatrical 
distribution of 16 mm. film in 
New York City on February 13-15 
Sponsored by the Educational 
Film Librarv Association and 
International Film Seminars, the 
conference was concerned with 
the legal, financial, ethical, and 
sociopolitical implications of 
filmmaking and film marketing. 
Included among the speakers 
were many well-known 
filmmakers as well as major 
film and television producers and 
distributors. 
Dr. Robert H. Lehman has 
received a grant from the Swiss 
Government, the University of 
Iausanne and Swiss National 
Foundation to attend the Ninth 
International Conference on 
Plant    Growth    Substances. 
meeting August 30-September 4, 
1976. in Switzerland. The 
invitation and grant developed as 
't result of his research and 
phblication on "Effect of 
Nitrogen. Potassium and Sulfur 
Deficiencies on the Accumulation 
of Chlorogenic Acids and 
Scopolin in Sunflower." Some 250 
scientists from all over the world 
have been invited to attend. 
Three compositions by Dr. 
James McCray and two by B. 
Paul Jones are included in 
Virginia's contribution to the 
Bicentennial Parade of American 
Music. This series of 13 half-hour 
radio tapes features 16 Virginia 
composers and 34 performing 
organizations. I.ongwood's 
Concert Choir performs four of 
the works, and the fifth 
(McCray's "Clap Your Hands") 
is performed bv the Old 
Dominion University Concert 
Choir The tapes, prepared for 
♦he State Music Committee bv 
Dr. Harold Hawn and others in 
the ODU Music Department, will 
be made available to radio 
stations throughout the state. Dr. 
McCray's composition. Ave 
Maria, for women's chorus and 
antiphonal trios has just been 
published by Agape Press, and 
his article on Jeffrey King's a 
wind has blown the rain away 
was published in the Januarv 
issue of Indiana Musieator. 
Bruce Montgomery attended 
the State Music Conference on 
January 23 and 24 at the Ingleside 
Hotel in Staunton. 
Dr. Henry I. Willett. Jr. was 
elected president of the 
Association of Virginia Colleges 
during its 61st annual meeting in 
Richmond on Januarv 28 and 29. 
The Associaton membership 
includes 68 of Virginia's four- 
vear, junior, and community 
colleges. 
qort 
I hear you 
used to taice 
amphetamines 
S>eah,Gort... 
but it was 
a bummer f 
What       My body had a 
was        particularly bad 
it odor...my armpits 
like?       perspireo all the 
time...I had flick my 
lips constantly If 
Billiard Champ To Perform 
In Studio Theatre Next Week 
Paul Cierni. who is one of the 
world's   youngest    touring 
professionals, will be exhibiting 
his skills on March 9 at 1:00. 
derni, who was born ip 
Newark. New Jersey in 1948. was 
first introduced to pocket 
billiards at the age of fi and won 
his first tournament when he was 
7 years old. 
He attended Purdue University 
where he graduated with degrees 
in Marketing and Economics. 
Now at the "age of 27 he is 
billed as the national trick shot 
champion and he travels from 
college campus to shopping 
center spreading the gospel of the 
game." 
In his shows "he includes a 
demonstration of trick and fancy 
shots, game situation shots, 
strategy hints. audience 
participation, and fun and 
humor." "Most of the exhibitions 
are approximately 45-60 minutes 
in length, but are very flexible, 
and may be lengthened or ab- 
breviated as desired." 
Gerni is regarded as "one of 
the top player promoters in the 
Kame today, and as ope of the 
fipest trick shot performers in the 
nation." He has performed at 
"many colleges, universities, 
shopping malls, prisons, country 
clubs. YMCAS. and private clubs 
around the country, averaging 50 
exhibitions per vear." 
Robert S. Lockridge, president of Craddock-Terry Shoe Cor- 
poration, spoke on February 24 in Jeffers Auditorium. He discussed 
the various stages of shoe construction, how the product is developed, 
and other details of Craddock-Terry's nine-plant operation. 
ANNUAL PANCAKE SUPPER 
Of The McCrow Class 
Of Farmville United Methodist Church 
MARCH 6 
5:30 - 7:30 PM 
Adults M.50 Children .75' 
-ALL YOU CAN EAT! 
SORORITIES! 
VA. BEACH - BEACH COTTAGE 
2 Blocks From Beach, Sleeps 20-25 , 
May Rates *375/wk. Write Atlantis Apts., 
1305 Whisper Dr.  Va. Beach, Va. 23954 
Or Call (804) 481-2002 For Reservations. 
So you've 
broken 
habit ?! 
Ves 
and 
no. 
(AJhadaya 
mean ? 
I'm new 
addicted 
to Dial, 
Ban, and 
ChapsticW.! 
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O ACWITIES CALENDAR - MARCH 1976 O 
Thru 10 - SHOWCASE GALLERY. Karen 
Hairfield,  Lankford Reading Rooms 
Thru   12   -   ART   EXHIBIT:    Jewelry   & 
Weaving  by   Ron and   Barbara   Wy 
ancko, Bedford Gallery 
1-5    BICENTENNIAL    FESTIVAL    OF 
THE ARTS 
1 HOMESTEADING, Wheeler. Cox. 
Curry, Frazer 
BICENTENNIAL LECTURE: Dr. 
John L. Brinkley, 7 p.m., Lancaster 
Library 
LECTURE ON MATHEMATICS: Dr. 
John    Kenelly,    7:30    p.m..    Wygal 
Auditorium 
2-4    ARTMOBILE: The Nature of Land 
scape, Bedford Parking Lot 
2 COLLEAGUE TAPPING, 7 p.m.. Jar 
man Auditorium 
MOVIE:    "All   The   King's  Men",  7 
p.m., Jeffers Auditorium 
FACULTY    MEETING,   730   p.m., 
ABC Room 
3 JEWELRY WORKSHOP with Ron 
Wyancko & WEAVING WORKSHOP 
with Barbara Wyancko, 10 a.m.-3 
p.m., Bedford 
VISITING SCHOLAR Celeste Ulrich 
(Health, Physical Education. & Re 
creation), 10 a.m. and 1 p.m., ABC 
Room 
READINGS BY FACULTY & STU- 
DENTS, 4 p.m., C Room 
READING    BY    ROBERT    PENN 
WARREN, 8 p.m., Jarman Auditori- 
um 
3-28 ART EXHIBIT: Fourth Annual High 
School Show, Lancaster Library 
Gallery 
4-6 SPRING WATER SHOW, 7 p.m.. 
College Pool 
4 OPEN    FORUM   with   Robert   Penn 
Warren     and    Samuel     Adler, 
9:30-11 :30a.nt.. Banquet Room 
CONTEMPORARY MUSIC FORUM: 
Samuel Adler, 1 p.m., Wygal 
5 CONCERT: Music of Samuel Adler, 
7:30 p.m., Wygal Recital Hall 
6 LC INVITATIONAL DEBATE 
TOURNAMENT, Lankford 
7 STUDENT RECITAL: Anne Paule 
and Therees Tkach, 4 p.m., Wygal 
Recital Hall 
8 NUMBER DRAW, 6:30 p.m., ABC 
Room 
INFORMATIONAL     FACULTY 
MEETING, 4 p.m.,C Room 
9 BIRTHDAY DINNER. Dining Hall 
BETA BETA BETA LECTURE: Dr. 
Joseph C Smiddy, 7:30 p.m., Jeffers 
11       S-UN CONCERT. 7:30 p.m., Jarman 
Auditorium 
COLONNADE CLUB, 8 p.m., Alum- 
ni House 
12       SPRING HOLIDAY BEGINS 
22 CLASSES RESUME 
LECTURE ON PRE-COLUMBIAN 
ART: Allan Ross, 7:30p.m., Bedford 
Auditorium 
23 VISITING SCHOLAR: Derek Daven- 
port (Chemistry) 
24 ROOM DRAW: Rising Seniors, 6:30 
p.m., ABC Room 
25 SOUTHSIDE  AND   JAMES RIVER 
DEBAT E     TOURNAMENT, 
Lankford 
FACULTY RECITAL   Frieda Myers 
&   Paul   Hesselink.   8   p.m.,   Wygal 
Recital Hall 
SUN COFFEE HOUSE, 8-10 p.m.. 
Gold Room 
27        FBLA CONVENTION 
CHILDREN'S FILM SERIES:   'The 
Jungle   Cat",   1:30   p.m.,   Bedford 
Auditorium 
MISS   LONGWOOD   PAGEANT.   8 
p.m., Jarman Auditorium 
29 DRAWING    WORKSHOP:    Bernard 
Martin, Bedford 
LC COUNCIL LUNCHEON. 12 
noon. Board Room 
30 ROOM DRAW: Rising Juniors, 6 30 
p m., ABC Room 
University Of Virginia Students To Decide 
Future Of Honor Code In Recent Balloting Session 
(Reprinted    from    Richmond 
Times-Dispatch last week) 
Bv Allen Short 
Times-Dispatch State Staff 
Charlnttesville-The fate of the 
permanent expulsion provision of 
the University of Virginia honor 
rode may be decided this week in 
an advisory referendum 
proposing lesser penalties for 
students convicted of lying, 
stealing or cheating. 
The referendum is expected to 
end, at least temporarily, the 
more than 12-month-lone 
controversy surrounding the 
code's "single sanction," which 
has been criticized by student 
activists and state officials as 
outmoded and excessively 
punitive 
Since 1842, convicted first-time 
offenders of the student code 
have heen permanently expelled 
front the university. ll.Va. is one 
of only a handful of non-military 
American Colleges where a 
single sanction of expulsion is 
still employed, and possibly the 
only one at which discretionary 
imposition of the penaltv is 
prohibited. 
Students will cast ballots 
Wednesdav and Thursday on 
whether to replace the provision 
with nnc mandating one-year 
suspension! for first offenders, 
with permanent expulsion 
reserved for students convicted 
"f a second offense. 
A similar proposition was 
overwhelmingly defeated in a 
197? student referendum, in 
which more than two-thirds trf 
those voting rejected anv 
changes in the system 
The 1972 referendum was 
prompted by the highly 
publicized conviction and 
expulsion earlier that year of a 
fourth-year honor student who 
allegedly stole a $2.91 can of 
motor oil from a local store 
Similarly, this week's advisory 
vote will follow the controversy 
that surrounded the belatedly 
publicized conviction and 
expulsion of an undergraduate 
woman and more recently, 
initiation of a study of the 
constitutionality of honor codes 
by the Virginia chapter of the 
American Civil Liberties Union 
More than 1.600 students, about 
double the minimum 5 per cent 
required, have signed petitions 
askimz for the referendum, 
according to its sponsors. 
John C. Tredennick. a fourth 
year student and spokesman for 
the Committee to Modify the 
Expulsion Sanction, predicted 
last week that more than 40 per 
cent of U.Va.'s 14.500 students 
will cast ballots. Roughly 46 per 
cent voted in the 1972 
referendum. 
At the center of this year's 
dispute is the feeling among some 
students that the single sanction 
of expulsion may be too harsh, 
according to Tredennick and 
other members of the sponsoring 
group. 
As it is written, he said. U.Va.'s 
honor code makes no provision 
for the "maturation process" 
which he said most students 
undergo between their first and 
last vears at the university. 
For Example, he said, a 
student who might be tempted to 
cheat on a first-year exam might 
not, in subsequent years, feel the 
same temptation because of his 
maturation as a student and 
because of his becoming part of 
the university community. 
Amoni' the apparent 
supporters of less restrictive 
student conduct codes is State 
Atty. Gen. Andrew P. Miller, who 
told a National Honor Code 
Conference here last year, that 
single sanctions are often 
difficult to justify legally. 
Miller said he agreed with 
automatic permanent expulsion 
penalties at U.S. service 
academies, since during a time of 
war. many lives may depend 
upon the trustworthiness of an 
officer. 
Rut in many cases involving 
students at nonmilitary schools. 
Miller said, "dismissal in 
perpetuity does not seem to be 
the fair solution to the 
problem. Consequently, in- 
tuitively as a lawyer. I personally 
favor a gradation of sanctions." 
Since its inception more than 
lSI years ago. U.Va.'s code as 
undergone a number of revisions 
which have tended to diminish 
the  possibility  that   a   student 
would be expelled unjustifiably 
for an offense, according to 
Honor Committee Chairman 
Robert S. Parselv. 
Within the Past 10 years, for 
example, the code has been 
amended to cover only those 
infractions reported to have 
occurred within Charlottesville 
and surrounding Albemarle 
County. Only when a student has 
represented himself as a U. Va. 
student in order to gain trust is 
his conduct in other geographical 
areas subject to the code's 
provisions. 
Nor is "liquor lying." lying 
about one's age in order to buv 
liquor, considered an offense 
punishable under the honor code. 
Parselv said. 
Students have, however, been 
dismissed for offenses such as 
cheating in the classroom, the 
willful issuance of bad checks, 
plagiarism and using a false 
telephone credit card. 
Parselv   contends   that   an 
easing of the single sanction will 
eventually broaden the scope of 
offenses punishable under the 
system bv removing anv 
hesitancy an accuser may have 
to bringing a student to trial 
before the honor committee. 
As envisioned by its authors, 
the proposed suspension sanction 
would require convicted first 
offenders to leave the university 
for one calendar year, after 
which, upon their written 
request, they would be reinstated 
in good standing. 
Tredennick said the group 
originally intended to place 
restrictions on the suspension 
provisions, such as prohibiting 
attendance at another university 
during the penalty period. 
But there are doubts about 
whether such a requirement 
would be constitutional, he said, 
explaining that academic credits 
earned elsewhere may instead be 
considered nontransferrable to 
U. Va. 
Miss Longwood 
In Final 
Planning Stages 
This year's Miss longwood 
Pageant will be held on March 27 
in Jarman Auditorium. Serving 
as general chairman for the 
pageant will be Mary Bruce 
Hazelgrove. Aiding her will be 
Tilsia Stevens who after having 
served as apprentice will act as 
ceneral chairman for the pageant 
the following year. 
Mary Bruce as general 
chairman announced a full list of 
committee chairmen who will 
direct various activities involved 
in staging the annual program. 
Committee Chairmen are Vicki 
Cash. Director: Teresa Wood, 
apprentice: Sally Chewning. 
Producer: Pat Nuckols, 
apprentice: and Willa Jean 
Derbin as Business Manager. 
The technical aspects of the Miss 
I-ongwood Pageant will be 
handled bv Anne Saunders. 
Technical Director, with Jacqui 
Singleton as her apprentice. 
Under Ms. Saunders' direction 
are the following committees: 
House. Anne Marie Morgan: 
Lights. Emily Burgwyn: Set. Bill 
Atkinson: Sound. Sara Jo Wyatt: 
and Hostess, Jennifer Cilover- 
Droney. 
Other committees are as 
listed: Awards and Scholarships. 
Sue Watson: Choreograph v. 
Susann Smith: Entries. Rhonda 
Russell: General Hostess. 
Sunshine Wells: Judges, Nancy 
Dodson: Music. Susan Brinklev. 
and Publicity. I.ynn Sullivan. 
Servine as sponrors for the 
longwood Pageant Productions. 
Inc. are Mr. T. C. Dalton. Mrs 
Peggy Golubic, and Miss Nancy 
Andrews. Mrs. Barbara 
Stonikinis will again chaperone 
the Miss longwood 1976 to the 
Miss Virginia Pageant. 
Tickets for the Miss I-ongwood 
Pageant will be available on 
March 22 before and after dinner 
in the Old Smoker. Admission 
price will be $2 and programs will 
be sold for $.50 the night of the 
pageant. 
MISS LONGWOOD PAGEANT 
MARCH 27 8:00 P.M. 
Jarman Auditorium 
Tickets: $2.00 Programs: 50" 
Basketball Team Captures 
Second In State Competition 
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By DIANNE HARWOOD 
The I-ongwood College Girls 
Basketball Team placed second 
in the VFIWS-sponsored state 
tournament this past week end at 
Harrisonburg, Va. The I/>ngwood 
ladies defeated the University of 
Virginia and top-ranked Madison 
before they were stopped in the 
finals by Norfolk State. 
The first victory for I-ongwood 
was a 69-54 triumph over U. Va. 
LC and U. Va. did not meet in the 
regular season, so the I-ongwood 
squad was getting its first look 
at the heralded Cavaliers. LC 
took the lead early in the game 
and was never headed. High 
scorers for LC were Sue Rama 
with 27 and Diane Jones with 8. 
Fama combined with Linda 
Baumler to grab 28 rebounds, 
which proved to be a deciding 
factor. This win put I-ongwood in 
the semi-finals against top 
ranked Madison. 
The I/wgwood I-adies played 
their best game of the season bv 
far as they stopped nationally 
ranked Madison 63-59. I/>ngwood 
lost to Madison earlier in the 
season by one point, so I,C knew 
exactly what to expect from the 
Duchesses. The first ten minutes 
was a see-saw battle, with neither 
team able to post more than a 
three point lead. With five 
minutes left in the first half. 
Madison hit a hot streak and went 
up bv nine. But I/>ngwood came 
back with a hot streak of its own. 
and was down by only 3 points at 
the half. Momentum shifted to 
the I .Cteam at the end of the first 
half, when Linda Baumler hit a 25 
foot jump shot with five seconds 
| to go. This momentum stayed 
with I<ongwood as the second half 
began, as the LC caught up and 
went ahead by nine points 
longwood was unable to hold the 
lead, and with fi minutes left in 
the came, the score was 
[deadlocked at 51-51. But 
longwood never gave up as they 
I fought for everv point. The tide 
Tou'rt always 
welcomt 
FIDELITY 
NATIONAL   BANK 
began to turn as Madison players 
began to foul out, including 
Katherine Johnson, their Ail- 
American center. This sparked 
the I,C squad, who finished out 
the game at a 63-59 advantage. 
Sue Rama and Linda Baumler 
lead the LC scores with 23 and 14 
points respectively and 
combined for 27 rebounds. 
The final game pitted 
I-ongwood against Norfolk State 
Norfolk State came out the 
winner bv a score of 60-50 
Although I/ingwood played well, 
they just couldn't control the 
Spartans' hot hands. Sue Rama 
led the LC squad with 22 points 
and 19 rebounds. 
An added surprise came to 
I-ongwood as junior Anita Stowe 
and sophomore Sue Rama were 
named to the All-Star team. This 
was Miss Rama's second year to 
be named to the team. Miss 
Stowe's first. 
Congratulations are in order 
for the team and coaches. Mrs. 
Carolvn Hodges and Ms. Sally 
Custer. for once again bringing 
athletic honor and success tin 
1-ongwood College. 
ATTENTION STUDENTS! 
THE L0NGW00D MEN'S 
ASSOCIATION 
AND 
THE STUDENT UNION 
WILL SPONSOR 
CARTOONS 
IN THE SNACK BAR 
MARCH 5- 3:30-5:30 PM 
MARCH 6- 7:00-9:00 PM 
Various Classes To Highlight 
First Spring Horseshow 
Rv KATHIK MARTH 
The I-ongwood I-ancers. the 
new riding club, is planning a 
Spring horseshow for Friday. 
April the 9th. The show will start 
at 2:00 Friday afternoon and run 
till about 7:00 that evening. We 
would like the show to be open to 
both English and Western riding, 
hut any Western-trained horses 
will have to be brought in. 
Anyone wishing to bring their 
own horse is welcome to. English 
too. But if there are not enough 
outside horses brought in. we 
cannot have classes for them: 
thev will not be permitted in the 
ring with the Hampden Stables 
horses for many safety reasons. 
There must be at least six outside 
horses to form a class. 
We would appreciate your help 
in letting us know how manv 
students are interested in 
participating in the show, and 
how many are interested in 
bringing their own horse. We are 
also interested in knowing how 
many students are interested in 
iust spectating. The show will be 
I held at Hampden Stables, and all 
CONGRATULATIONS 
L.C. Basketball 
AND SWIM 
Team 
For A Job 
Well Done! 
those riding will be required to 
have a permission slip signed by 
their parents if they are not 21. 
These slips may be picked up in 
Tabb basement, either in Dr 
O'Neill's office or Miss Bush's 
office. Slips are available at the 
information office and also at the 
stables. Everyone is invited to 
attend the show — family, 
friends... but only I/>ngwood 
students may participate in the 
classes of the show. The tentative 
schedule of classes is as follows: 
1. GO AS YOU PLEASE FOR 
REGINNERS: Judged on abilitv 
to maintain the gait and way of 
going. Conformation does not 
count. There will be no cantering 
allowed in a beginner class. 
2. GO AS YOU PLEASE FOR 
ADVANCED       BEGINNERS: 
same as number 1, but cantering 
is allowed. 
3. GO AS YOU PLEASE FOR 
INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED: 
same as number 2. 
4. EQUITATION FOR 
REGINNERS: Judged on good 
seat and hands, general 
management and control of 
mount. Horsemanship of rider, 
manner and performance of 
mount to count. Beginners are 
asked to post the trot, but 
diagonals will not be counted. No 
cantering called for. 
5 EQUITATION        FOR 
ADVANCED BEGINNERS: 
same as number 4. but posting 
correct diagonals is required. 
Canter will be called for. but 
correct leads will not be counted, 
fi EQUITATION        FOR 
INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED: 
same as number 5. but correct 
leads will be counted on the 
canter. 
7. PLEASURE CLASS FOR 
BEGINNERS: Judged on 
smoothness of gaits, control and 
attention of mount 
manageability and disposition of 
mount.   No cantering  required. 
8. PLEASURE CLASS FOR 
ADVANCED BEGINNERS: 
same as number 7. but canter will 
be called. 
9. PLEASURE   CLASS   FOR 
INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED 
same as number 8. 
10. PAIRS FOR 
INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED 
ONLY: Judged on general 
management of mount at a walk, 
trot, and canter as called by the 
iudge. Three pairs allowed in 
ring at one time. 
11. TRAIL CLASS OPEN TO 
EVERYONE: stepping over logs, 
cavaletties. backing between 
tires, walking over bridge, figure 
8 at sitting trot, barrels, stop and 
back, open gate. 
12. EGG AND SPOON RACE 
EOR REGINNERS: Ride around 
the ring at a walk with an egg on 
a spoon. After a full turn around 
ring, riders are called to a trot. A 
rider is out as soon as she loses 
the egg. Spoons will be hold as 
directed bv the judge. 
13. EGG AND SPOON RACE 
EOR AD.  REG., INTER- 
ADVANCED: Same as 
number 12, but called to a canter 
after trot. 
14 RESERVE CHAMPION 
AND        CHAMPION FOR 
BEGINNERS: To be determined 
bv points. Blue ribbon counts 5 
points, red ribbon 3 points, and 
vellow 1 point. Ties will be 
determined bv a hack-off. 
15. RESERVE CHAMPION 
AND        CHAMPION FOR 
ADVANCED REGINNERS: 
same as number 14 
16 RESERVE CHAMPION 
AND        CHAMPION FOR 
INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED 
same as number 15. 
Two Wins, One Loss 
Closes Swim Season 
By DIANNE HARWOOD 
The Ixingwood Swimming and 
Diving Team closed its regular 
season with wins over Randolph- 
Macon Women's College and 
Hollins. while dropping its final 
meet to VPI. This gives the girls 
a 4-5 record. 
longwood took a close decision 
over Randolph-Macon Women's 
College by a score of 60-52. Gwen 
Reams and Cathv Holt took first 
and second in the 100 vard IM 
with times of 1:09.6 and 1:14.0 
respectively. Other one-two 
finishes for I ongwood were in the 
100 vard free Style. Leslie 
Sabrowskv took first with 1:07.6 
;ind Cheryl Hammond took 
second with 1:10: Gwen Reams 
11:17.91 and 1-aura York 11:21.91 
took first and ;i second 
respectively in the 100 vard 
breaststroke; Cathy Holt took 
first with 30.0 and Cheryl 
Hammond second with 30.9 in the 
50 yard freestyle. Other first and 
second place winners were Gwen 
Reams first in the 50 vard 
butterflv (31.6): Sallv 
Hoffmaster. a second place 34.5 
in the 50 yard backstroke and 
Stephanie Guess, third place in 
the 50 yard backstroke with 36.6 
Laura York placed second in the 
50 yard breaststroke (37.4>: Sallv 
Hoffmaster placed second in the 
100 yard backstroke (1:17.5); 
Cathv Holt took second in the 400 
yard freestyle (5:42): the 200 
vard free relay team of Holt. 
Hammond. Sabrowskv and 
Mullooly placed second with a 
time of 2:03.3. and the 200 yard 
medley relay team nf 
Hoffmaster. York. Reams and 
Hammond took first with a time 
of 2:13. 
In a dual meet. LC defeated 
Hollins 65-56. but lost to VPI bv fl 
88-41 score. The 200 medley relay 
team (Hoffmaster. York. Reams, 
and Hammond) chopped 2 
seconds off previous times and 
recorded a best nf 2:11. Other 
improved times were from 
Cheryl Hammond. 29.9 in the 50 
yard freestyle (personal best): 
I eslie Sabrowskv 1:07.8 in the 100 
vard freestyle (personal besli: 
Sally Hoffmaster with a 34.8 in 
the 50 yard backstroke, and the 
200 vard free relay team (Holt. 
Hammond. Sabrowskv and 
Mulloolv) recorded its best time 
with a 159.2. Gwen Reams and 
Laura York took first and second 
over Hollins with 1:18.7 and 1:21.9 
respectively. Kathy Mulloolv 
took second in the 400 vard 
freestvle with a time of 6:16.8. 
and dwen Reams took first in the 
50 vard flv with 31.3 and l-eslie 
Sabrowskv took second with 34.8 
! L>: uffl FILL OUT THIJ FORM AND PLnCi IN THE 
INFORMATION OFFICE, MISS BUSH'S OFFICE, 
KATHIK MARTH  - POX 6o8 BY FHIDAY, MARCH     . 
THANK SOU, 
N-ime ■■???f Telephone 
Interested in participating __ 
Interested in just spectating 
—
  
Interested in bringing own horse  
Classes interested  in participating:   V 
i . U 1J 6 7_ 
13 8 10 11 1? 
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In The Rest room At Rosenblooms' 
A Review Of The Good And Bad 
Rv Martha McCntter 
In the Rostroom at 
Rosenblooms" would have been 
twice as i?ood had it been half as 
long. 
"Kisses and Clover those long 
ago things..." sunn .lacqui 
Singleton just before the curtain 
went up on Thursday night. 
February 26, 1976. as the 
I/mgwood Players presented for 
the second night. "In the Rest 
Room at Rosenblooms." .lacqui 
as always was delightful. She was 
without a doubt one of the few 
highlights of the evening. 
"... Rosenblooms" is about 
two elderly ladies, Myra and 
Violet, who desperately attempt 
to hide a third woman named 
Winifred from her sister. Her 
sister wants to put her into an 
asylum, as she did her mother 
Their hiding place is a rest room 
in Rosenblooms Department 
Store. They hide her in a toilet 
stall, on the window ledge, 
baracade the door when the 
furniture and more. Does it sound 
strange9 It was. 
Myra. who was the self 
appointed "lady in charge" was 
played bv Jenny Glover- 
Dronev. Ms. Droney did not look 
old or sound old. Rut she did have 
the funniest lines and delivered 
them well. Some of what Myra 
had to say I must admit I 
thought was a bit crude. 
However, it did seem to appeal to 
the Thursday night "Ixingwood" 
crowd. I think I would have 
appreciated Myra a bit more had 
she not been so continual. I think 
the audience needed a break 
from her nreat degree of 
dominance. 
Violet, the implied virgin old 
maid of the trio, was played bv 
Karla Mvers. She was brilliant. 
She was for me a reason to stav 
for the entire play. Her part, in 
my opinion, was not only the most 
well written but also the best 
portrayed. She looked old. 
sounded old, and most superbly, 
moved old. Violet's innocence 
and kindness was a break 
definitely needed from the 
abruptness of several of the other 
characters. 
The part of Winifred, although 
played well by Donna Rrooks, did 
not seem to fit. Her husband had 
not returned from the war which 
he had gone to fight 25 years ago. 
Winifred spent each day waiting 
for her Henry to come home. Of 
course he never did. This was 
supposedly the reason the forty 
year old, reasonably attractive 
woman spent her days in the 
restroom at Rosenblooms. I 
found this somewhat 
inconceivable. If this had been a 
I'eneration ago, I might believe 
it. but not in 1970. Surely women 
still wait for lost husbands, but 
not with old ladies in old 
restrooms. Ms. Rrooks seemed to 
be at her best when transformed 
into her fantasy world. Rut that 
still was not often enough for her 
to completely pick up a poorly 
constructed part and run with it. 
Reeny Manley who played the 
wicked sister would have been 
better had she not been so much. 
Ms. Manley never changed her 
tone of voice. Worse than that she 
never stopped yelling,  which I 
found annoying. However, on the 
whole she was good. Her gestures 
were the highlight of her 
performance. 
There were three walk on parts 
plaved by Melanie Bailey, Clare 
Raxter. and Ellen Reed. Clare 
Baxter was a delight. I found 
myself waiting for her return to 
the stage. She too supplied a 
needed break from the imposed 
tensions. 
Technically, there was good 
and not so good. The lighting I 
thought was well done. Their 
timing and articulation was good. 
The costumes I also liked. I was 
especially impressed with 
Winifred's vellow dress. It not 
only complemented Ms. Brooks, 
but also seemed to make several 
comments as to the plight of 
Winifred. I was also impressed 
with the costumes in the second 
act. All the characters were 
dressed in different 
interpretations of purple. Each 
seemed to directly comment on 
the psychologial aspects of the 
characters. 
Perhaps the set and props 
crews should have been a bit 
more aware of each other. They 
somehow did not seem to blend. 
However, it is possible that they 
did not intend for them to. In my 
opinion, there were a few funny 
lines, there was some good 
acting: there was some good 
technical work. In fact there was 
a lot of good put into a not so 
good, overextended play. 
SGA WEEK 
(Continued from Page 1) 
sitting at his table later told me that "Macaroni and cheese never 
tasted so good." 
Ann Hunt said that "It's great, but I don't like the idea of all the 
closed meetings this morning. We should choose a day that we can go 
everywhere together." Mary Williams of Judicial Board, who worked 
with (ieorge Bristol of College Relations, "took him to Miss Nicholas' 
Sociology class, and yes, he did participate. This afternoon we're 
visiting alumni." Tilsia Stephens, a sophomore, had lunch with Dr. 
James McCray of the Music department. "I got to question him about 
his work and the students in the department. They seem to be very 
close. I'm a non-music major and I enjoyed discussing the choir and 
closeness of this department with him." 
All in all, the banquet went well and students and faculty were 
able to discuss problems informally. We should do this more often. 
{I'aLxft *, c^i 
136 138-140   NORTH    MAIN    ST. PHONE    392-3221 
FARMVILLE.   VIRGINIA    23901 
Tank Suits and Swim Caps 
Kilts, Tennis Racquets 
Golf and Sporting Equipment 
The following poll was sent to a random sampling of the student 
body, faculty,   and  adnini strati on,   in conjunction' with the Rotunda 
series on the honor code.    The results  have been released to the 
Judicial  Board  and adninstration,  including all comments made. 
1. Do you think the honor system at Longwood  is effective? 
1?3    Yes u3      No h      Maybe 
2. Do you feel  that alcohol  regulations should be enforced 
- primarily by Residence Board? 
12b      Ye3 1*1      No 
3. Tf you saw someone cheating on a test would you turn him or 
her in? 
a. 
1?U      Yes hh     No 3      Maybe 
Tf you saw someone stealing, would you  turn him or her in? 
157      Yes 11      No u      Maybe 
If you s-iw someone breaking alcohol rules, would you turn 
him or her in? 
?0      Yes 103      No Maybe 
6. Do you feel that Judicial Board should serve both as  inves- 
tigator and judge? 
93      Yes T>     No 1      Maybe 
7. If you were being investigated by Judicial Board, would you 
take advantage of student counselors? 
119      Yes 36     No ?      Maybe 
8. Do you feel that a case, having been through appeals proce- 
dures at Longwood,  would be upheld in a higher court? 
8?      Yes 62     Nc 7      Maybe 
9. Do you feel that the faculty stresses the importance  of the 
honor code enough? 
77      Yes 83     No $     Maybe 
Dear Ask . 
Dear Ask. 
I have been dating a guy for six 
months now. We are not going 
steady really, but we have an 
understanding. This past 
weekend was a big party 
weekend at his school and he did 
not ask me! I have not heard 
from him in four days and I have 
no idea as to the problem. I am 
mad because I had several 
alternative plans this weekend 
and I sat around waiting for him. 
When (if) he calls, what should I 
say? 
Slow Boil. 
Dear Boil. 
The first thing to do is wait for 
him to call you. It seems to me 
that if you two have been dating 
that lone you have a perfect 
right to air your complaint. Tell 
him that if he was not planning to 
ask you out for this big weekend, 
he should have told you. Tell him 
that his lack of consideration was 
not appreciated. The worst thing 
you could do would be to quietly 
accept his inconsideration. There 
are plenty of fish in the ocean and 
you have as much right to test the 
water! 
Dear Ask. 
My roommate and I are very 
close. We do things together all 
the time, but recently she has 
been avoiding me. Neither one of 
us has much money and all of a 
sudden new make up. earrings 
and small articles like that stuff 
have ' "en showing up. When I 
asked   her   about   them   she 
mumbled something and ran out 
of the room. Well to make a long 
story short, she has been stealing 
from people on the hall. I care 
about her, but she 
What can I do? 
needs help! 
Concerned. 
Dear Concerned. 
If you are as close as you claim 
to be, confront her with your 
findings and discuss it. Make 
sure you keep it in the room. No 
one else needs to know. If the two 
of you can not come to some sort 
of an agreement suggest 
professional help. This is nothing 
to fool around with. 
Your Headquarters for Quality 
Flowers and Plants 
FTD Wire Service 
CARTER'S FLOWER SHOP 
"One Block From The Hospital" 
711 W. Third St. Phone 392-3151 
Farmville, Va. 
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